Performance Management Workshop

Your Future Begins with a
Performance Management
Maturity Plan
Find out where you are and where you need
to go for performance management
We live in a digital age where business performance is
dependent on application performance. But increases in
number of locations, distances, islands of infrastructure,
and disaggregation of data often hinder application
performance.
Enterprises turn to Riverbed to solve the fundamental
technology problems of latency, bandwidth, and
visibility. Through the Riverbed® Application
Performance Platform™, the most complete platform for
location-independent computing, enterprises can now
use distance and location as competitive advantages and
can diagnose and cure performance issues before end
users even notice.

Through an invitation-only, Performance Management
Workshop with Riverbed Sr. Solution Architects, you’ll
take an important first step toward understanding and
improving your organization’s performance
management maturity.
The result of a Performance Management Workshop is a
comprehensive report, tailored to your organization,
that provides:
•
•
•

•

Summary of business goals and objectives
Analysis of gaps between current and desired
future states
Recommendations and actionable plan to
achieve short- and long-term performance
management goals
Strategies for people, processes, and
technologies to operate, adopt, and support
your future state

Key Service Benefits
•
•

Understanding of business goals
and objectives
Determination of gap analysis
between current and desired
future states

•

Recommendations and an
actionable plan to achieve short
and long term performance
management goals

•

Identification of strategies to
achieve and support desired
performance management future
state

Workshop Overview
RPS leverages proven, repeatable methodologies to ensure consistent and positive outcomes. The Performance
Management Workshop is delivered by examining the following topics:

Current State
Assessment

Future State
Vision Goals

Current and Future State
Gap Analysis

Summary &
Next Steps

Evaluating where your
current capabilities map on
the Riverbed Performance
Management Maturity
Model

Determining where you
want your business to be in
the next 12-18 months

Analyzing what has to be
done to improve
performance management
maturity from current state
to future vision

Reviewing what was
discussed and establishing
process to continue
momentum

Level 0
Chaotic
No organized or
institutionalized APM

Level 2
Proactive

Level 1
Reactive
Basic instrumentation
of network and
applications in
production
Troubleshooting of
problems after they
have been identified

Full instrumentation
of network and
applications in
production.
Active monitoring
and alerting to
proactively identify
problems

Level 3
Institutional
Cross-Domain
processes and plans
in place to handle
issues once they have
been identified.
Best Practices are
documented and
followed

Level 4
Optimized

Performance testing
of application during
testing or staging to
identify potential
problems before
deployment into
production

Level 5
Continuous
Improvement
Metric collection over time,
prediction and analysis of
potential future issues
based on identified trends,
future plans, etc. with
processes to address
identified issues in place

Figure 1. Riverbed Performance Management Maturity Model.

A Performance Management Workshop is a three-hour performance management discovery and discussion session that
is facilitated by Riverbed Sr. Solution Architects at your place of business.
The objective of the workshop is to utilize a consultative approach and practical framework to develop a realistic plan to
move your organization up the performance management maturity model. This plan is based on an assessment of your
current state, desired future state, a gap analysis of people, process, and technology, and expert recommendations to
close identified gaps.

To be productive, the Workshop requires cross-domain commitment from your organization. We recommend
participation from your network and application organizations, ideally management, senior engineers, architects, and
developers responsible for service delivery, application performance management, network performance management,
and end-user experience monitoring. A typical agenda is shown below:
Topic Area
Current state
assessment
(60 minutes)

Future state vision
(60 minutes)
Gap analysis
(45 minutes)

Summary and next
steps
(15 minutes)

Agenda Items
Discuss and document current information systems, critical business applications,
organizational structure, and deployed platforms, technologies, and tools.
Review current processes and procedures related to:
•
Application development, testing, and deployment
•
Monitoring, troubleshooting, and incident management
•
Availability and continuity management
•
Financial, project, and portfolio management
•
Change and configuration management
Discuss upcoming application changes as well as future business goals and priorities
Identify and document current pain points and problem areas
Describe the ideal application performance management maturity state
Discuss business requirements, standards, and principles for desired future state
Discuss success factors, operational performance metrics, and expected benefits
Identify initiatives, actions, and steps to achieve the future state
Discuss potential needs and impacts to people, processes, and technologies, as well as budget
and resources
Identify potential roadblocks or obstacles
Recap discussion, assumptions, and conclusions
Establish timeline for report preparation
Set date and identify participants and objectives for report presentation

Get Started Today
Get started with a Riverbed-facilitated Performance Management Workshop to help you plan for performance
management growth and innovation. Contact your Riverbed Account Executive or Professional Services representative
today to determine if your business qualifies for this exclusive workshop. Or send your request to
proserve@riverbed.com.
Learn more about other Riverbed Professional Services offerings at http://www.riverbed.com/services/index.html.

About Riverbed

Riverbed, at more than $1 billion in annual revenue, is the leader in application performance infrastructure, delivering the
most complete platform for the hybrid enterprise to ensure applications perform as expected, data is always available
when needed, and performance issues can be proactively detected and resolved before impacting business performance.
Riverbed enables hybrid enterprises to transform application performance into a competitive advantage by maximizing
employee productivity and leveraging IT to create new forms of operational agility. Riverbed’s 27,000+ customers include
97% of the Fortune 100 and 98% of the Forbes Global 100. Learn more at riverbed.com.
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